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01 Business Overview

HEART NUMBER
leads to Smart Investing
Essence of Investment
Investors buy and sell coins and tokens to make money, they analyze
information and predict prices to make money, and they use cryptocurrency
exchanges to make money.
Purpose of Product
HEART NUMBER is developing the features that these investors need.
Our predictions are individualized to help with price forecasts. We offer
convenient trading and secretarial functions not available on exchanges.

Convenient
trading

Optimized
forecasts

HEART
NUMBER

Secretarial
functions

Investors
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01 Business Overview

Direction of Business
Daily forecasts and automated trading services are offered for free to attract
new investors. Once the total monetary trade volume of investors using
HEART NUMBER reaches a certain level, we will collect commissions
from the exchanges.

User
Expansion

Token Ownership
The system will place an unlimited number of automated orders as long as
you own a certain amount of HTN Tokens, which will occur naturally as
you continue using HEART NUMBER. The more investors there are, the
more likely the demand for HTN Tokens increases.
Free
auto orders
Free
forecasts

“Unlimited automated trading service
leads to HTN token holding”
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01 Business Overview

Increase in Investment
Total amount of HTN tokens
Total available amount
for automated trading service

The amount available for automated trading increases in proportion to the
amount of HTN Tokens an investor owns. Investors will buy more HTN
Tokens to increase the total investment or use the automated trading service
for aggressive buying. This, in turn, increases token value.
Profit Capitalization
The profits made from steady consumption of HTN Tokens by the launching of paid services, such as linked trading, recommended trading, consecutive trading, and bot trading, will be used to promote HEART NUMBER
and engage in buybacks, which will serve to consistently drive up the price
of tokens.
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02 Business Characteristics

Business Model
utilizing exchanges
Business Environment
When the cryptocurrency industry lists conditions under which a killer DApp
appears while mentioning its significance, one thing always mentioned is an
environment frequently accessed by a number of people and involving cash
transactions. A cryptocurrency exchange is one such envionment.
Products for Business
Although the cryptocurrency exchange market is a red ocean of fierce competition, no exchange offers predictions or investment products essential to
investors. The products we introduce will be designed for businesses and be
available on exchanges that seek to stand out.

Predictions
Total number of exchanges
world-wide

Investment
products

4,000
As of 2018
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02 Business Characteristics

Consigned Trading
utilizing exchanges
Additional Exchanges
HEART NUMBER has the power to choose exchanges that already have a
number of users, and to exclude those with security or legal issues. Our investors will be top priority in our exchange selections.
Consigned Trading
As investors must go through multiple security steps and a complex authentication process to trade on an exchange, it is a great inconvenience to manage
a number of exchanges and engage in trading. We will provide different tiers
of advanced brokerage products that allow consigned trading.
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02 Business Characteristics

Commission Earnings
utilizing exchanges
Example of Consigned Trading
We plan to launch services that allow investors to engage in trading linked to
top rankers after making a security deposit using HTN Tokens, or use the
tokens to rent trading bots for their buying and selling. Later on, our services
will allow trades to be executed on behalf of investors without their having to
join an exchange.
Commission Earnings
HEART NUMBER can take advantage of discounts on commissions by holding many of the exchanges’ own coins. Investors can enter “HEART
NUMBER” as a reference code when joining an exchange to have their commission refunded, or use accumulated commissions to make in-app purchases.

Reference code

HEART NUMBER

Discount or
refund of commissions
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03 Prediction Products

Prediction Indicators
via HEART NUMBER
Prediction Diversification
Existing prediction products are based on the logic that a price increase means
a buy order. However, HEART NUMBER has succeeded in realizing the basic
concept of decentralization, where the same piece of information results in
different predictions for different investors to ensure everyone makes a profit.
Prediction Indicators
The platform is user-friendly, requiring users to enter 12 digits to receive an
automatic prediction, which in turn is based on three prediction indicators (probability indicator, DMI, leading indicator), divided again into three sub-categories (strong, medium, weak) - information that allows investors to employ a
variety of trading strategies.

Probability
indicator

+

DMI

+

Leading
indicator
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03 Prediction Products

Prediction Statistics
via HEART NUMBER
Prediction Unit
Buildings have floors, students have grades, and price charts have levels.
HEART NUMBER automatically divides each chart into eight prediction
units and up to six trading units, even showing the order of arrival and delivery
times.
Prediction Combination
The effective rate of return at which investors feel secure enough to place sell
orders is 3%. HEART NUMBER puts together up to 90 prices that have
increased or decreased by at least 3% and provides statistics on the number of
trading opportunities that existed in each prediction unit.

Sum of
90 prices
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03 Prediction Products

Prediction Options
via HEART NUMBER
Prediction Menu
Three different combinations of prediction and automated order placement are
offered: prediction only, automated trading after prediction, and automated
trading in case of upturn forecast. Choose any of these options according to
your propensity and market situation.
Prediction Options
Price range is the difference between low and high prices on the chart. The
range that triggers automated trading can be set up automatically by HEART
NUMBER based on its own automatic calculations, or manually by investors
using their own estimations. Immediate buys can be triggered through narrow
ranges or automated trading through broad ranges.
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04 Analytic Products

Tables not available
on exchanges
Volatility Table
Most exchanges provide one type of volatility despite its importance. HEART
NUMBER provides nine types and overall rankings in real time to help investors make quick decisions easily on price trends.
Back Line Table

Bitcoin
fluctuation
Forecast
Order
History
Bitcoin Back Line
6 Hrs

Time
Time
10 Min
Time

Rate
Time
Chart

Current
Location

30 Min
Time

6 Hrs

60 Min
Time

12 Hrs

Rise

1 Day

Fall

3 Day

Fall

7 Day

Fall

12 Hrs

15 Day

Fall

1 Day

1 Mo

Rise

Buy
High 2 Day

3 Mo

Rise

6 Mo

Rise

3 Hrs
6 Hrs

Buy
Low

3 Day

Average

Rise

12 Mo

Rise

Average

Rise 60%

Upturn
forecast

Fri

Total

Back Line, which offers optimized data to better understand price ups and
downs, is calculated automatically from 10 chart cycles. An overall ranking
table is displayed as well to reduce errors in analysis and reduce the
man-hours needed for review.
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04 Analytic Products

Charts not available
on exchanges
Volume Chart
HEART NUMBER offers a unique trading volume chart that restructures
prices and volumes to a 1:1 ratio to help investors analyze the trend. Other
items like volatility and back line will be analyzed and the results shown in
tables.
Guiding Line
The support and resistance lines provided by exchanges are usually shown in
a volume profile. However, our guiding line - only found on HEART
NUMBER - is created by incorporating investor-predicted prices. The more
predictions, the more accurate the results.
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04 Analytic Products

Trading not available
on exchanges
Upturn Trailing
When an upturn trailing option is chosen for automated trading, prices are
tracked without taking a short position. Trading occurs at the market price
only when the price falls by a pre-programmed rate from the highest price.
The system monitors the price for 30 days on investors’ behalf to maximize
returns during a bull market.
Downturn Trailing
Downturn trailing is similar in nature to an advanced order. The system places
an automated order with the 12 digits previously entered only when the price
goes up by a pre-defined rate from the lowest price. Such a function - more
advanced than a stop-limit on an exchange - sets us apart from our competitors.
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05 Management Features

Convenient Features
for quick and safe services
Monitoring & Signals

Downturn
prediction monitoring : ARN

Current location: buy1 1,259

Previous location: Start 1,300

30 Days

·Monitoring
the entire process
·Push notifications

Forecast: Upturn Mid-Mid-Strong
Data: 2019-04-12 Fri 18:07:16

Remaining : 29 days 23:59
Motoring ends :2019-05-25 Sat 23:36:24

Downturn forecast

DMI

W

W

Location

Trading location

Sell 4

-

Sell 2

Sell high

Start

Buy high

Goal 1

Buy low

Goal 3

-

Sell 3
Sell 1

Goal 2
Goal 4

-

Sell low

-

Fluctuation

Leading downturn

Once prediction or automated trading is initiated, the entire process is monitored automatically for 30 days. Various push notifications are sent and saved
for later, which saves time for investors and helps them stay focused.
Investment Diversification
Every investor knows the importance of this concept yet finds it hard to put
into practice, which is why we have implemented it into the system. Up to
33% of the investment can be put into a single item. This order will be immediately divided into two sets of buy and sell orders upon placement, with ratios
adjustable between 5:5 and 8:2.

W

Forecasted price

Sell high
Sell low
Buy high
Buy low
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05 Management Features

Convenient Subscription
for quick and safe services
Personal Information
Although the fundamental concept of blockchain is decentralization, the reality is different as companies still store personal information on central servers.
However, HEART NUMBER has built an environment where no personal
information is required.
Authentication Procedure
HEART NUMBER does not require any authentication via mobile phone or
email, unlike other platforms, to make forecasts and process automated
trading orders for our investors. Investor identity is protected even when
purchasing our paid products in the future.

NO email
verification

NO mobile
verification

NO personal
information required
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05 Management Features

Convenient Wallet
for quick and safe services
Wallet Use
The process of creating a wallet and joining as a member has been integrated
into a single process. The only thing you need to do is install HEART
NUMBER onto any device you wish to use and retrieve your wallet from any
of them, which will show existing and up-to-date prediction information and
orders, and recover details on past use.
Wallet Security
HEART NUMBER protects your wallet while preventing duplicate logins. If
you lose one device, simply open your wallet on another and your wallet is
still secure. You only need one wallet for your mobile phone, tablet, app
player, or other device.
Registration

Create wallet
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06 Future Plans

A variety of Devices
for a steady increase of investors
HEARTNUMBER

Sponsor Registration
When an investor registers his sponsor ID, a certain percentage of payments
made by that investor on HEART NUMBER goes into the sponsor’s wallet in
the form of HTN Tokens. Sponsor ID can be changed anytime, promoting
constant exchanges between users.
iPhone Version
The iOS version will launch in Q4 2019 in a bid to attract a number of new
investors. For iPhone or computer users, HEART NUMBER can also be used
on multiple devices through BlueStacks - the best app player.

Sponsor’s
HEARTNUMBER

Linked
trading

Consigned
trading

Consecutive
trading
2019 4Q Launching of iOS version

BlueStacks for iPhone or computer users
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06 Future Plans

A variety of Exchanges
for a steady increase of investors
Additional Exchanges
HEART NUMBER plans to add exchanges in non-English-speaking countries and services in their languages as well. New investors from diverse countries mean a wealth of business opportunities. National team matches or other
events can be held to increase utilization of HTN Tokens.
Profit from Brokerage
This profit model is in the form of a brokerage, which addresses a chronic
problem in social trading. When an investor applies and is registered for
prediction accuracy rate and trading return rankings, this product raises crowd
funding and executes copy trading in the account of the company.

Prediction
Hit Rate
Trading Rate
of Return

Request Trading
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06 Future Plans

A variety of Products
for a steady increase of investors
Future of HTN Tokens
Creating HEART NUMBER’s own coins means that prediction information
can be shared while using coins already well-known, which is helpful in
attracting investors and engaging in business exchanges. HEART NUMBER
will take steps to improve the value of HTN Tokens as needed.
Brand Addition
As an automobile company has multiple brands in which it sells a variety of
models, the developer plans to launch new brands in addition to HEART
NUMBER and several exchanges to diversify its products and share the related
profits with HTN Token holders.

Hyundai
Motors

Hyundai

Car A

Car B

Kia

Car C

Developer

Genesis

Kia

HTN

Exchange
A

Exchange
B

HNN

Exchange
C

HTT
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07 Token Distribution

HTN
Token Distribution
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10 billion HTN Tokens will be issued: 40% will be reserved for private sale,
20% will be used for aggressive global marketing and ecosystem development, and 10% allocated to team members for gradual distribution over a long
period of time.
Another 10% will be given to the partners working to make our project
successful. The remaining 20% will constitute a reserve fund to manage the
liquidity of HTN Tokens, so it may be locked up or burned to avoid liquidity
issues on the exchanges.

08 Fund Allocation

HTN
Fund Allocation
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35% of the funds raised from the private sale of HTN Tokens will be used to
develop algorithms, employ more researchers, and build a trading platform.
25% will be for events and promotional activities.
15% will be reserved for development of the mainnet, server security, and
network maintenance, and 5% for legal and administrative support of the project. The remaining 20% will be used to cover the expenses of exchange listing
and other management funds.

09 Roadmap

HEART NUMBER
Roadmap

·Launch of HEART NUMBER
for iOS
·Launching of the item
recommendation product
·Launch of bot rental product
·Launch of connected
trading product
·Overall ranking of prediction
accuracy rate
·Overall ranking of trading return
·Launch of cryptocurrency P2P
product
·Launching of the crowdfunding
product

·Launch of HEART NUMBER
for Android
·Listing of the 1st exchange
·Upturn/Downturn Trailing
·App Player optimization

·Launch of consigned trading
product
·Launch of staking product

·Extension of monitoring period
by 30 days
·Expansion of volatility by 38%
·Provision of Back Line tables
·Saving of push notifications

·Back Line machine learning
·Prediction statistics machine
learning
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·Provision of up/down tables
·Trading volume machine learning
·Development of prediction bot
·Unlimited continuous prediction
·Development of trading bot
·Management of single account
books
·Personal statistics on prediction
accuracy rate
·Personal statistics on trading return
·Back Line item analysis
·Provision of trading volume tables

·Back Line deep learning
·Prediction statistics deep learning

·Launch of a game-type
investment app
·Launch of a decentralized
exchange
·Addition of short selling feature
·Addition of margin trading feature
·Up/down machine learning
·Trading volume deep learning

Let yellow with the morning sunlight brighten
the cryptocurrency investors.

www.heartnumber.com

